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Superstudio 1966-73.
From the World without Objects to the Universal Grid
Fernando Quesada

According to Giulio Carlo Argan, mass production

Archizoom (Andrea Branzi, Gilberto Corretti, Paolo

of objects brings about a crucial phenomenon. It

Deganello, and Massimo Morozzi) and Superstudio

separates the object from any contextual considera-

(Adolfo Natalini and Cristiano Toraldo di Francia,

tion, i.e. from its position in space. In other words,

later joined by Roberto Magris, Gian Piero Frass-

mass production cuts off the object from its spatial

inelli, Alessandro Magris, and Alessandro Poli).2

medium and therefore excludes its relation not only

The authors wrote the following polemic manifesto:

to space and to other objects, but also to the user.

‘Superarchitecture is the architecture of superpro-

Argan gives two examples from the Italian histori-

duction, of superconsumption, of superinduction

cal avant-garde. The first one is the insertion and

to superconsumption, of the supermarket, of the

assimilation of the object into the dynamic spatial

superman, of the super gasoline.’3

system. The object itself is decomposed in dynamic
vectors: futurism. The second is the denial of any

This manifesto departs from a provocative

a priori spatial system and the complete isolation

borrowing of ideas from Pop Art. It implies that the

of the object. The object does not communicate

figurative or formal data of images have a revolu-

with its surrounding space in any scenographic or

tionary potential per se. Hidden behind an intention

sculptural fashion: pittura metafisica. Argan finally

to demythologize, the Pop myth of the image as

suggests that, in spite of these two poles, Italian

an almighty tool is paradoxically revealed. Images

designers produced a third way out. In this third

are assigned a critical role, assumed to induce in

way, it is the very object that defines its context -

the observer-consumer a precise critical response,

instead of considering a pre-existing deductive

capable of conveying pedagogy or inducing a state

space through which the design object would define

of conscientiousness.

its surrounding space - and turns its correct use
1

into a sort of ‘ceremony’ with purifying powers.

The student occupations at the architecture

This phenomenon explains, according to Argan,

schools of Milan, Turin, and Rome had taken place

the rigid character of Italian design, in which the

three years earlier, in 1963. This was a period of

designer does not play an artistic or technical role

extreme politicization among students and some

with respect to the production market, but rather a

faculty members, which led to the partial renewal of

linguistic function. This third form of design would

the teaching staff and to changes in study curricula

generate healing effects: a design of exorcism.

and workshops.4 Object design, building and town
planning were progressively abandoned in study

The Superarchitecture exhibition was held in the

programmes, and replaced with ‘Integrated Town

Italian city of Pistoia from 4 through 17 Decem-

Planning’, ‘Visual Design’, ‘Town Planning Theory’,

ber 1966, organized by two groups of architects:

or ‘Spaces of Implication’.5 These changes in the
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curricula were symptoms of the end of cornucopia,

tradition of the object as a rational extension of the

even though the architect was still considered a

human body, aiming to improve the material condi-

demiurgic figure, whose mission was to introduce a

tions of life and the balance between humans and

new social apparatus instead of objects, buildings,

the artificial human environment.

or neighbourhoods.
At the School of Architecture in Florence, young
Indeed, as a result of the political radicalization,

students and teachers conscientiously followed

and in spite of the fact that the role of the architect

a disparate amalgam of influences, both foreign

as a designer still prevailed, the awareness of the

and local. The Viennese Walter Pichler and Hans

limits of the architect’s performance in the realm

Hollein reclaimed in their 1962 ‘Manifesto of Abso-

of object production increased considerably. This

lute Architecture’ a total anti-functionalism along

crisis of the object led to the immediate supposi-

with a recovery of the values of symbolic commu-

tion that the designer-architect could be responsible

nication, which they considered obliterated by the

for the superconsumption society. In this state of

modern movement.7 In Austria, the reference func-

affairs, the new groups of architects involved in the

tion of the modern movement was thus replaced

area of design had to pursue different avenues of

with a prompt interest in another Austrian, Friedrich

concrete action: some of them decided to completely

Kiesler. Britain’s Archigram had a huge influence

abandon practice in order to concentrate exclusively

by introducing a new iconography linked to mass

on political action, while others turned to irony and

consumerism and technological rhetoric. In Italy,

to the sublimation of the current socio-economical

the recovery of the architectural syntax of French

conditions, namely the narrowing of the role of the

revolutionary architecture was charged with politi-

designer within the production of objects.

cal commentary and perpetrated by, among others,

6

the young teacher Aldo Rossi, based on his teachHowever, as in Argan’s third way, other designers tended to re-examine their role in the socius,

ing position in Florence and his editorial activity,
together with Ernesto Nathan Rogers.

i.e. reconsidering the production-consumption cycle
and the designer’s capacity to involve a greater

Pop Art, visual communication and system

number of actors in the cycle of object production,

theories, revolutionary French architecture, or tech-

namely by including the spectator-consumer as

nological iconography, to mention just a few, were

an actor in the construction of the meaning of the

the different and irreconcilable points of departure

object. This form of design conception - indebted

for this generation, which, moreover, matured within

to Umberto Eco’s opera aperta - considered object

a climate of political agitation of utopian tendency

production in negative terms: it was not a matter

and ironic celebration that crossed over into the

of designing and producing objects any more, but

events of May 68. It is necessary to add to this all

of designing and producing the environments,

the growing American influences that flourished in

behaviours, and affects generated by objects.

universities and in the world of plastic arts during

Indeed, it was rather a matter of designing the rela-

the accelerated period of five years (1963-1968):

tions between objects and users, in an ingenious

the studies of the city as a figurative or visual

correspondence between semantic or communica-

system - rather than a utilitarian system - by Kevin

tive value, and form or production value. The goal

Lynch and Gyorgy Kepes; body art and the happen-

was to re-establish a cultural relationship and not

ing as the restoration of corporeal existence against

only an economic one between objects and users.

the corporate and disembodied spirit of the Ameri-

This meant the complete elimination of the modern

can lifestyle; conceptual art and its reduction of the
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disciplinary boundaries to a cul-de-sac, or land art

nor does it aim at the negation of history and the

and the ritualism of natural and artificial archetypes.

complete refoundation of the environment. Rather,
Superstudio proved to be sceptical when they

The activity of Superstudio encompassed all of

presented their own town-planning projects regard-

these references and encapsulated them in draw-

ing the foundation of ideal cities as ‘admonitory

ings, photo-montages, storyboards, manifestos,

tales’.11

pamphlets, furniture, exhibitions, and installations,
navigating with surprising ease through an over-

Their plan for a total environment without architec-

whelming diversity of media and formats and with

ture, a world without objects, without labour, without

highly affective results of great visual impact. In a

architects, and without merchandise was initiated

clear dystopian fashion, they claimed a new form

with the Superarchitecture exhibition of 1966, an

of material culture in the oxymoron of information

ironic celebration of cornucopia, and closed with the

society: a techno-utopia emptied of objects.

extended project of five films, Life, Education, Ceremony, Love, Death in 1972-73.12 In the meantime, a

After the exhibition in Pistoia, which later travelled

number of monumental and galactic projects were

to Modena in March of the following year, Superstu-

published, along with some concrete realizations:

dio launched the manifesto ‘Invention Design and

furniture series, installations, and ‘micro-environ-

Evasion Design’. In this manifesto, they were ironic

ments’.

8

about the secularization of design objects, and
highly critical of the loss of the symbolic, as well as

After the 1967 manifesto, Superstudio published

of the shift to mere fast consumption devoid of any

‘Projects and Thoughts: Journey into the Realm

communicative value whatsoever beyond its indica-

of Reason’ in 1969,13 showing their figurative and

tive market and status value. Instead, Superstudio

symbolic repertory and two motifs that reappeared

advocated the irrational and the poetic as working

obsessively in their later work. First, the concept of

tools for the designer. This manifesto defines Super-

suspended time, and second the call for subjec-

studio’s disciplinary terms: counter-design, and their

tive and individual reason. The temporal dimension

explicit refusal to work within the traditional limits of

(suspended time) implies an ideal and impossible

the discipline. Since, as Filiberto Menna had argued

future, which paradoxically alludes to a similarly

in 1972, a shift from production to consumption had

idealized remote past, recovered in a journey

taken place, and the corresponding move from the

through a drive-in museum of architecture reduced

mass worker to the socialized worker had already

to archetypal forms: pyramids, prisms, cubes, and

happened, Superstudio decided to limit their field

cones. This formal basis clearly advocates the

of action to the areas of consumption, perception,

absolute recovery of the symbolism of elementary

reception, and subjective construction of meaning.

forms and their historical meaning, as well as the

This implied renouncing the production of useful

visual and communicative potential of the arche-

objects, the construction of buildings, or city plan-

type. This strategy shows certain resonances with

ning, and entering the precarious grounds of Utopia

land art, which were to be accentuated at a later

after cornucopia.

9

Given these conditions, this

stage of their work. The social and ethical dimen-

Utopia could only be considered in negative terms:

sion (subjective reason) appears in the allusion to

as dystopia.

the powers of reason. However, it is not about civic

10

or political reason, but an apocryphal allusion to the
Dystopia does not aim at finalization as a model

powers of individual, subjective, or even mystical

or as a didactic realization in a social laboratory,

reason: ‘The architecture of reason elevates itself
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as a product of human history, placing itself as a

man-built environment.

testimony of creative capacity and representing a
period and a society.’14 It is therefore the impos-

The Continuous Monument presents a major

sible historical subjective reason of a-historical

ambiguity: Is it an exacerbated paroxysm of Le

suspended time. In this journey through the regions

Corbusier’s project for Algiers and other exemplary

of reason, we see petrified clouds and rainbows,

modern paradigms? Is it a mere criticism of the

affective attractions between two cubes, cubes in

implicit totalitarian aspect of Utopia and of grand

volumetric decomposition - not due to the analysis

gestures? What is the relation of this project with

or desire to understand their structure, but as the

the multiple examples of utopian architecture of the

liberation of the forces which keep them together -

remote or immediate modern past?

and an infinite road lined with archetypal shapes on
the flat landscape. It is an allegory of the ‘rediscovery of a mysteriously missing architecture’.

In The Continuous Monument, we can identify all
the strategies used by Superstudio in their oeuvre:
the recovery of the symbolic, monumentality, and

The first urban metaphor appeared in 1969 in

gigantism as operative tools, the use of elemen-

a cinematographic work-in-progress called The

tary, universally recognized shapes and masses,

Continuous Monument.15 With The Continuous

the permanence of the given as an almost post-

Monument the architect becomes, through ‘the

nuclear backdrop in which they refuse to interfere,

absolute reduction of the object, an image-maker’.16

and finally the flight to Utopia, a particular Utopia as

The monument is an act of total geographic order,

a squared mesh or grid suspended in time without

a terrestrial parallel and a crystalline grid that circu-

history and alien to the idea of becoming.

lates the entire globe. It should give shelter to the
whole earthly population. This ‘moderate Utopia’ is

The Graz architectural biennial, Architecture and

a dystopian heir of the human desire to build and

Freedom, was staged in October and November

of the great human works of antiquity, such as the

1969 at the Künstlerhaus. Superstudio presented

Great Wall of China, the dolmens, the pyramids,

The Continuous Monument and built a small pris-

the aqueducts, the great religious monuments

matic pavilion (the Grazerzimmer, i.e. the Graz

such as the Kaaba, or modern constructions such

Room) [Fig. 1 and 2] covered with plastic laminated

as motorways, great cities and urban sprawl. The

5x5cm tiles. A surface, inclined at 12 degrees from

rest of the environment, built before this founda-

the pavement, was covered with ‘extremely fresh,

tional act of mystical and regressive order, would

green coconut’ and located in the far extreme of the

remain as a material base reabsorbed by nature

room where the projects of the participating archi-

as a landscape. For the authors, the monument

tects were exhibited. The Graz Room consisted of

is the definitive expression of human reason - the

this raised prism above the inclined surface, open

constructional reason and the symbolic reason

on two sides, with the inclined surface as a bridge,

- the ‘recovery’ of communicative architectural

and leaving the inside of the chamber as a cavity

values, the loss of which produced a state of irony

covered with the same laminated sheets, a space

and disdain. It is a clear sign of the sprezzatura of

designed for meditation on measure.

the Machiavellian prince: irony as one of the main
historical negative categories in bourgeois thinking.

With this installation, Superstudio opened a

It is a demonstration of ‘the human capacity to act

process of intellectualization of the all-encom-

according to reason’, an exorcism of the diseases

passing use of the grid, which they began to use

that affect the object and, by extension, the whole

systematically, as much in geographical projects
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 1: Grazerzimmer, the empty space by Superstudio. Photograph by Herbert Missoni, published by his permission.
Fig. 2: Grazerzimmer, drawing by Superstudio. Courtesy of Gian Piero Frassinelli.
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such as The Continuous Monument as in objects

production, distribution and consumption. All the

of domestic use, furniture series, or lamps. For

intellectual anti-consumption utopias that seek to

them, ‘The Continuous Monument is the culmina-

redress the ethical “distortions” of the technological

tion of a series of coherent project operations which

world by modifying the system of production or the

we carry forward, from design to town-planning, as

channels of distribution only reveal the complete

a demonstration of a theory stated a priori: that of

inadequacy of their theories, in the face of the actual

the single gesture design. A transportable design

structure of the capitalist economic cycle.’19

that remains identical to itself, changing its scale or
semantic area without trauma or inconvenience’.17

During 1969 and 1970, Superstudio developed
the so-called Histograms of Architecture - a series of

The increased use of the of the scale of the

drawings and furniture (the series Misura and Quad-

projects, allows Superstudio to define their evolu-

erna, to be precise) - by strictly using the squared

tion in narrative terms, from an initial position in

grid in a variety of scales, from the simplest object of

which the architects are active actors in production,

furniture, such as the table, to urban landscapes.20

to a dilettante and intellectualized position, in which

Thus, in parallel to the first urban metaphors,

the architects are forced to reinvent their role as

Superstudio proposed these reductive diagrams,

artists in order to regain part of the market closed to

illustrating a working principle: the reduction of

young architects by the building industry, productive

labour to a single gesture. The authors define this

agents, and politicians. It is not by chance that the

series as ‘the architect’s tomb’, since the goal is to

political explosion and the birth of the Italian neo-

eliminate, in the practical process from the diagram

avant-garde movement coincide, between 1965

to the actual realization, any problem of space or

and 1969, with an important recession in the build-

aesthetic sensibility. Superstudio stated: ‘At that

ing industry, both in the public and private sectors.

time it was obvious that to continue designing furni-

However, as Manfredo Tafuri stated, the crisis of

ture, objects and similar household decorations was

the object during the 1960s was not a completely

no solution to the problems of living, nor to those

new phenomenon. For Tafuri, there is a sense of

of life; even less was it serving to save the soul.’21

continuity in the architects’ work between the early

This mimesis between the artists’ behaviour and

post-war period and the 1960s in Italy: architects as

their activity presupposes the identification of the art

mere designers of good taste.

market with the commercial environment of architecture and design, which would drive Superstudio

Tafuri’s critical assessment of these groups is
altogether devastating: ‘This sense of loss, this

to redirect their renouncement activity to the strict
limits of the production of images.

forced withdrawal of the object into itself, was the
result of the fragmentation of building trade and the

IN, a journal linked to the Italian neo-avant-garde

consequent autonomy of its several sectors, which

groups, devoted its second issue to the ‘Destruc-

influenced and was reflected in the cruel elegance

tion of the Object’, with articles by the protagonists

of avant-garde Italian design before the (Second

of counter-design. All contributions pointed to the

World) war.’

For Tafuri, this represents the mere

explicit declaration of the impotence of designers

projection of a situation of panic and anxiety that

and architects, as much in opposing the develop-

would eventually result in their reinsertion into the

ment of late capitalism as in foreseeing its results,

market, namely in an uncritical alignment with the

thus renouncing any positive utopia understood as

starting conditions against which they protested:

future planning, and advocating global intellectual-

‘[...] in a capitalistic system there is no split between

ization as the only route to salvation: the elimination

18
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of objects, productive activity, and labour. Superstu-

clear distinction between the zones of light, ethics,

dio in particular called again for the re-sacralization

and obedience on the one hand, and the zones of

of the object, the recovery of values such as the

shadows, absence of morals, and disobedience on

myth and the magic, in the belief that such recov-

the other.

ery would lead to the purification of the relations
between production and use.22 Purification, exor-

It is a collection of exquisitely drawn architectural

cism, and re-establishment of the aura are the

aberrations, which allows a glimpse into a criticism

impossible missions they embrace, to be carried out

of utopian thought in modernity by means of the

by means of discursive images and narration. The

super-elaboration of the premises, and an explora-

object of the cure was in the end nothing else than

tion of the grotesque. With the second publication

the city as the final destination within the negative

of the project, a thirteenth city without name or

path of environmental clearing.

image was added, which could only be understood
by means of literary resources, going back to a

The project of the Twelve Ideal Cities (for Christmas) was an exercise on the ‘premonitions of
the mystical rebirth of urbanism’,
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pre-modern utopia exclusively defined in narrative
terms.

a sour reflec-

tion on utopian thought from the Enlightenment

There is, on a figurative and formal level, a

to the techno-scientific fantasies of the society of

constant element among the twelve ideal cities:

cornucopia in the 1960s. Each of the twelve cities

the use of the square or rectangular grid in cells,

referred, more or less explicitly, to a well-known

sarcophagi, urns, or living units. The grid points to

model of city organization: ‘Conical Terraced City’

the association between geometry of compartmen-

refers to the city of corporate work and office build-

talization and the ideas of confinement, enclosure,

ings, where the goal of its inhabitants is to reach

or isolation. Likewise, in the explanatory texts, each

the highest level; ‘Temporal Cochlea-City’ refers

city is equipped with a power centre, designed in

to the proposals of town planning in clusters, with

a twofold way. It is either an inaccessible physical

the corridors serving as places of social interaction;

space in the city centre or an apex - if cities have

‘Ville-Machine Habitée’ refers to the techno-monu-

a closed and recognizable form; or an invisible and

mental cities and their emancipating vision of

immaterial centre - in cases in which cities do not

technology; ‘Barnum City’ refers to the city museum

have an enclosed form - that can be portrayed as

of mass tourism and the media: Disneyland and

a network of control and distribution of knowledge

Las Vegas, but also Venice or Paris; ‘Spaceship’

and information, in either intellectual or sensorial

refers to the spatial city separated from geography;

form. In short, these cities are illustrations of the

‘2000 Ton City’ refers to the residential city of super

Foucauldian progressive shift from the disciplinary

blocks, superimposed on an immaculate country-

society to the society of control, showing their over-

side; ‘New York of Brains’ refers to the university or

lapping areas.

cultural city; ‘City of Hemispheres’ refers to the city
camouflaged by landscape and the new counter-

For Tafuri, the grid of the American corporate

cultural archetypes; ‘City of Order’ refers to the city

curtain wall after WWII, including the Twin Towers

planned by lazy politicians; ‘Continuous Production

and the a-semantic silence of the Seagram building,

Conveyor Belt City’ refers to the city of accelerated

led to the complete globalization of an inescapable

property speculation; ‘City of Splendid Houses’

world order. In his critique, the formal order of the

refers to suburbia and sign architecture; ‘City of

curtain wall is comparable to a faithful reflection of

the Book’ refers to the city of Enlightenment with a

power and capital in the new order of the flow of

30

information regardless of its content, namely archi-

terrestrial architecture and the last possibility of

tecture as a mere package of information. This

labour in an area delivered from the rational logic

architectural formalization of the flow in the grid

of architecture as production of goods’.26 It is a cine-

would then be capable of reintegrating the contra-

matographic project in six phases: 1. The formation

dictions of capital in a Foucauldian dispositif of total

of the earth and the moon; 2. The arrival of the

rationalization.

human being on the moon; 3. The first exchanges
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and a channel of physical communication between
From the odd combination of the exercises with

the moon and the earth; 4. The capture of mete-

the grid as a tool of liberation for the designer from

orites; 5. The habitation system; 6. The extension

the agents of production (the histograms), and the

of territory, including other interconnected planets.

grid as a repressive device (the ideal cities), arises

The soundtrack consisted of Pygmy hunting songs

the ‘supersurface’ in the cinematographic series

and Buddhist funeral rituals. Once more, the escape

Life, Education, Ceremony, Love, Death.

to the future was accompanied by deep temporal
regression.

The members of Superstudio proceeded in their
usual fashion: departing from the analysis of a given

One month after the publication of Interplanetary

situation and the affirmation of an ironically lived

Architecture, the huge exhibition ‘Italy: The New

situation of deep crisis, they carried out an exercise

Domestic Landscape’ was inaugurated in May

of mystification and sublimation. The ‘supersurface’

1972 at the MoMA in New York, curated by Emilio

is an invisible grid; an energetic mesh that performs

Ambasz. It was a gigantic promotional campaign

similarly to The Continuous Monument. Yet it was

financed almost exclusively with Italian capital.27

even more radicalized, divested of any figurative or

The aim was twofold: first, the conquest of a wide

referential components, including depth, physical

market for the objects of design and counter-design

entity, or any kind of materiality. The ‘supersur-

by Italian young architects and, second, the direct

face’ is an infrastructural system of zero density,

confrontation and clash between Italian Radical

a sublimation of counter-design put forward in the

Architecture and its American counterpart.28 To be

histograms that defines a global territory without

sure, 1972 was the year of the publication of Five

objects or hierarchies. The cinematographic project

Architects and Learning from Las Vegas. For many,

depicted the metaphoric description of the ‘super-

the exhibition meant the death of Architettura radi-

surface’ performance and the events happening on

cale, a withdrawal to marginal forms of power.

it.
The exhibition was organized in two large
Life, Education, Ceremony, Love, Death is a story

sections: objects and environments. The object

in instalments, namely the story of the recovery of

section was divided into three categories. The first

the symbolism of everyday life in architecture; a

one consisted of objects selected for their formal

swan song captured in fine storyboards and draw-

and technical characteristics (conformist design);

ings with an impressive visual impact. Tafuri called

it showcased technically refined everyday objects

this project ‘nostalgia of the future’.

In an earlier

whose conventional use was not questioned, such

project, Interplanetary Architecture, Superstudio had

as tables, chairs, typewriters, and other household

put forward the hypothesis of the liberation of human

goods. The second category of objects displayed

beings from the repressive rational system that the

were selected for their socio-cultural implications

ideal cities had wilfully illustrated. It was presented

(reformist design) and included totem objects in the

as ‘the increasing awareness of the frustration of

sense given by Ettore Sottsass Jr., that is, symbolic
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and sign objects whose function is more linguis-

them, in stylized form, into an urban plan.32 The

tic than ergonomic.29 As for the third category, it

‘supersurface’ can be considered as its magic anti-

contained objects selected for their flexible ways of

dote, as a vaccine that takes the same physical

use and assembly (contestatory design), such as

form, the same market infrastructure, yet emptied

modular components. The environment section was

of poison. The authors indicate a series of hypoth-

divided into the groups: design, design as commen-

eses for the inoculation of this therapeutic vaccine,

tary, and counter-design. The object section was

which acquire a greater credibility in the drawings,

presented as an installation at the MoMA garden,

despite remaining at a purely discursive level. The

with 40 crates designed by Emilio Ambasz and

hypotheses assume the complete elimination of

Thomas Czarnowsky. The crates were transpor-

alienation as the starting point, so much so that the

tation boxes when positioned horizontally, and

first hypothesis states: ‘the mind and the body as

exhibition towers in a vertical position. For Natalini,

the only tools’; the second: ‘the control of the envi-

this installation was itself a parody of a parody: a

ronment by way of energies’.

parody of Superstudio’s City of Splendid Houses,
itself a parody of Manhattan.30

Little then - outside of polarized discursive
assumptions - seems to differentiate the ‘supersur-

In the object section, Superstudio presented the

face’ from the No-Stop City: the first assumes that

Passiflora floor lamp, a luminous, crafted cloud

everybody is an artist, whilst the second assumes

made of white plastic, and, in the environment

that everybody is a worker. The only ‘object’ in both

section, their cinematographic project Life on the

dystopian visions is the universal grid as immaterial

Supersurface - exhibited in an installation named

and technological life support. ‘Life’ on the ‘super-

Microevent/Microenvironment: a small turret built of

surface’ does not propose a definitive setting for the

polarized glass slightly raised off the floor, produc-

future, but an exercise in momentary liberation, an

ing the illusion of infinite space inside a small cube

ephemeral act of freedom; and therein lies its value

with a ‘supersurface’ in a plastic grid, populated by

and its enormous and paradoxical limitation: every-

technological devices as life supports and abstract-

dayness appears only in the interstices of the grid

vegetal creatures.

lines. However, the indifference of the architectural
support - the grid - in both projects, is exactly what

The cinematographic project was presented as

enables the dissolution of any hierarchy, including

an animated storyboard with exemplary images

the dissolution of the power of capital, namely by

on a TV monitor inside the small cube. The film

rejecting both labour and objects. The rejection of

described the formation of the ‘supersurface’ and

labour takes place in the disappearance of the grid’s

the birth of various forms of life, always nomadic.31

productive forces.

It proposed the anthropological re-establishment of
architecture according to the five ‘fundamental acts’

Beyond the ideological project, the drawings

that are at the basis of their ambitious cinemato-

possess a great degree of efficacy and visual

graphic project of five stories. The ‘supersurface’

impact, and show the possibility of testing alternative

is, for the authors, an intellectual model, and a

uses of the artificial environment, the possibility to

counter-model of the economic and physical reality

formulate and represent the poetic dimension of the

which the contemporary project No-Stop City, by

most insignificant everyday acts; to award meaning

Archizoom, described with exquisite precision: an
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which are profoundly repressive and regressive.
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